OBJECT: Selection procedures for the admission of candidates to the National PhD Program in Religious Studies - XXXIX cycle – Academic Year 2023/2024. Amendment of the Call for Admission.

Relating to the Call for Admission for the selection procedures for the admission of candidates to the National PhD Program in Religious Studies - XXXIX cycle – Academic Year 2023/2024 issued by Rector’s Decree no. 587/2023 (Prot. n. 134907 of June 13, 2023), amended by Rector’s Decree no. 653/2023 (Prot. no. 153584 of June 26, 2023), we inform that with Rector’s Decree no. 707/2023 (Prot. n. 164365 of July 4, 2023):

In Article 5 – Admission Procedures (Interview evaluation), the following text is added at the end of that chapter: “The Commission will give a judgment of suitability only to those who have expressed their interest in competing for the reserved places, on the basis of the adequacy of the documents submitted. The judgment of suitability for the reserved places does not affect the score assigned to the candidates, but is only useful to assign the reserved places. These places will be assigned, among the candidates who have expressed a priority interest and have been deemed suitable, to the one with the highest marks in the ranking.”

All the other provisions of the Call (Rector’s Decree no. 587/2023 – Prot. no. 134907 of June 13, 2023), amended by Rector’s Decree no. 653/2023 (Prot. no. 153584 of June 26, 2023) have been not modified.